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Abstract—The analysis of functional brain connectivity has
been supported by various techniques analyzing the
spatiotemporal interactions between distinct brain areas. A large
part of brain connectivity studies have analyzed synchronization
between dynamic oscillations of identical frequency or between
different frequencies. It has been hypothesized that crossfrequency coupling (CFC) between different frequency bands is
the carrier mechanism for the coordination of global and local
neural processes and hence supports the distributed information
processing in the brain. This is the first time that CFC patterns
were analyzed via the notion of microstates (μstates).
Numerous studies has shown that even at rest human brain
activity shows coherent temporal variability and a high degree of
complexity. In the present study, we attempt to study the
dynamic evolution of CFC at resting-state and while the subjects
performing a mental task. For that reason, we introduce here the
concept of CFC microstates (CFCμstates) as emerged short-lived
patterns of CFC resulting from the dynamic variations of
coordinated brain activity. Modifying a well-established
framework for mining brain dynamics, we show that a small
sized repertoire of CFCμstates can be derived so as to
encapsulate connectivity variations and further provide novel
insights into network's functional re-organization.
We analyzed dynamic CFC (dCFC) at resting-state and
during a comparison task by adopting a phase-amplitude
coupling (PAC) estimator for [δ phase- γ –amplitude] coupling at
every sensor. By analyzing the transition dynamics among
CFCμstates , in both tasks, we provided a clear evidence about
intrinsic networks that may play a crucial role in information
integration.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies have explored changes of brain activity at
resting-state in both amplitude an frequency content [1,2].
Neural activity can be recorded non-invasively with
electroengephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography
(MEG) with a high temporal resolution. Even at resting state
human brain shows temporal synchronization activity and a
high degree of complexity [1,2]. Connectivity at resting state
and during various cognitive tasks has been the core of many
studies by adopting different methodological approaches [38].
A large body of studies attempted to characterize
communication between distinct brain regions within the same
frequency component [4,5,7,8]. However, there is clear
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evidence that cross-frequency coupling (CFC) is the
mechanism that integrates the information between distributed
brain networks [9,10].
The microstates literature focused on prototyping
(summarizing) spatiotemporal dynamics based on amplitude
with a broadband frequency and its relation with cognitive
processes [11]. Recently, functional connectomics has
becoming a very active research topic and the study of
involved dynamics is gaining increasing popularity [7,8,1214]. Lately, an efficient method for handling a huge volume of
functional connectivity graphs (FCGs) was introduced [7].
Here, we attempt to detect task differences in terms of CFC
through prototyping of CFC emerged patterns .
Our principal goal was to analyze dynamic CFC (dCFC)
patterns at resting-state and during a mental task. We estimated
dCFC interactions, at every recording site, between δ phase
and γ amplitude at resting state and during arithmetic
comparison. A phase-amplitude estimator was employed for
that purpose [15]. By adopting a recently introduced
methodology [7], we summarized the observed CFC variations
in each task separately by means of prototypical CFC patterns
called hereafter CFC microstates (CFCμstates).
II.

MATERIALS & METHODS

A. Subjects
In the present study we analyzed recordings from 16 right- handed
young volunteers (9 males and 7 females, aged:21−26 years, with a
mean age of 21.5 (S.D.=1.5) years), who were recruited from the
National University of Singapore. All of the participants signed an
informed consent form after the procedures had been explained to
them. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
reported no history of verbal or non-verbal learning disability. The
Institutional Review Board of the National University of Singapore
approved the procedures [16,17].

B. Experimental Protocol
The details of the experiment have been described previously
[16,17]. The task consisted of mentally summing two numbers
presented on the computer screen and comparing the result to a
proposed answer, also presented on screen. There were 5 possible
cognitive workload levels (CWLs). At level 1 problems consisted of
summing two one-digit numbers (e.g.,3+8), and each subsequent
level included an extra digit so that at level 5 the problems consisted
of summing two three-digit numbers (e.g., 471+265). The experiment
was segmented in blocks of one minute, with a 30-second rest period
between each block. In the present study, we focused on first restingstate period of 5 mins before the 1st level math task and the 5th CWL
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Sequence of events in the mental arithmetic task. Blocks of
stimulus (arithmetic level) were presented in a random order

C. EEG Recordings
EEG data were recorded from 64-channel active-electrodes, sampled
at 256 Hz with an ActiveTwo Biosemi system (Biosemi Inc.,
Amsterdam, Netherlands), and referenced using the average reference
technique. Bipolar electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from the
outer canthi of both eyes (HEOG) and above and below the left eye
(VEOG). Artefacts due to eye blinks or muscle activities during the
recordings were removed offline via an independent component
analysis (ICA) approach. After concatenating the trials, we used
EEGLAB [18] to zero the components that were associated with
artefactual activity from eyes, muscle, and cardiac interference. The
estimated mixing matrix was used to reconstruct the multichannel
signal from the rest independent components

III.

TIME VARYING PAC PATTERNS

A. Estimating Phase-Amplitude (PAC )Interactions
Phase–amplitude coupling was estimated within each EEGsensor separately. In order to compute PAC between the phase
of a lower frequency (φLF) and the amplitude of a higher
frequency (AHF), we first extracted the AHF and filtered this
amplitude time series at the same frequency as LF, giving us
the LF modulation in HF amplitude. We then extracted the
phase of both the LF signal (φLF) and the LF from the
amplitude of HF (φHF,LF) and computed the phase-locking
between these two signals as shown in eq.1 [15,19].
1 N
PAC 
 exp(i(LF (n)  HF , LF (n))) (1)
N n 1
where φLF denotes the phase of the LF and φHF,LF the phase of
the LF-filtered from HF amplitude. This phase-locking
represents the comodulation of ΗF amplitude by the phase of
LF.
B. Time-Varying CFC (TVCFC)
By adopting a dynamic approach, a temporal-window of
frequency-dependent width was adopted following a sliding
mode. With a time step of five samples, the center of the
window was moved forward, and the sensor PAC was
recomputed based on the new signal segments leading to
TVCFC estimates (time-varying cross-frequency coupling).
We selected the width of window to be equal to 2 cycles of the
δ activity.
C. Surrogate Control Analysis of PAC
To access the significant PAC, we adopted a statistical
surrogate analysis which can be performed for each PAC
value to infer whether the observed value differs from by an
observation by chance. To detect significant PAC interactions,
we followed a well-known technique described in [20]. The

null hypothesis H0 of the test is that the original PAC value
differed significantly from the distribution of surrogates PAC,
PACs.
For each signal segment and sensor, we form a distribution of
1000 PACs that were generated with the following steps:
s
step_i: Generate a surrogate time-series LF (t ) by cutting
the phase trial of the LF φLF(t) in a random selected time
window and then exchange the two generated segments.With
this approach, we preserve the non-stationarity compared to
shuffling the time series.
step_ii: Estimate the surrogate PAC, PACs.
We can then determine an one-sided p-value for each PAC
value that corresponds to the likelihood that the actual
observed value. This can be done by directly estimating the
proportion of ''surrogated'' PACs that are higher than the
observed PAC [20].
D. Mining μstatesCFC from TVCFC patterns
By collecting the quasi-instantaneous PAC measurements,
from all the Nsensors=64 sensors, in time-indexed
multidimensional patterns of the form P(t)=[PAC1(t),...
,PAC64(t)], we attempted to characterize the dynamic behavior
of CFC over the whole cortex. Our approach involved an
unsupervided learning strategy for detecting consistent PAC
patterns (PACμstates) and a discretization step for assigning
the dominant PACμstate to every latency. The algorithmic
steps were adopted from a recently published paper and are
described briefly below [7,21].
In order to summarize the PAC variations, in a group-level
analysis, we collected the P(t) patterns from all the subjects
and created a data matrix P with dimensions equal to [Nsensors x
NTotal] where Nsensors denotes the number of sensors and NTotal
=(Nsegments x NSubjects).Then, we adopted a vector-quantization
step based on Neural Gas algorithm [22], and derived a small
number k<<NTotal of 64D prototypes {Πj}j=l:k. Finally, we
assigned each pattern P(t) to the nearest one among the set of
prototypes.
The quality of the adopted encoding scheme was
estimated by the normalized distortion error which was
defined by the following equation:
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where matrix Prec contains the approximated CFC related timeseries produced by replacing the original CFC patterns with the
nearest prototypes (CFCμstates). The smaller the nDistortion, the
better the encoding. In the present study, we selected the
number of PACμstates k, as the smallest size of codebook that
resulted to ndistortion below 4%.
IV.

RESULTS

We studied CFC at resting-state and in comparison task based
on δ-phase and γ amplitude. δ activity was defined at (1 – 4
Hz). In order to assess phase relationship between δ – phase
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and γ amplitude, we bandpass-filtered the EEG data within
(30–45 Hz).
A. μstatesCFC at Resting-State and during an arithmetic task
We data mined prototypical CFC patterns independently for
each recording condition . We then studied the time course of
quantified their occupancy and the preferable transition
between them. Figure 2 exemplains these data-analytic steps
using CFCPAC patterns associated with brain activity, at
resting-state.

denotes the length of the state sequence in samples

FO  t 1 siR, AT (4)
N

where i denotes one of the μstatesCFC.

Figure 3. A topographic representation of CFC microstates (μstatesCFC) for
both tasks. The percentage % below each topography expresses the fraction of
network organization patterns associated with it (in the ensemble formed from
all subjects and signal segments).

Figure 2. Encoding the time-indexed CFCPAC patterns as a sequence of
μstatesCFC : an example using PACδ-γ estimates during the resting-state
a)Vectorial Time Series of PACδ-γ for three subjects. b) The rectangular
matrix (RM) containS all the pairwise comparisons (via cosine similarity)
among the NTotal vectors P(t) representing all possible CFCPAC patterns across
subjects and EEG segments). c) RM was reordered according to the three
prototypes derived after applying VQ algorithm (see Fig.2a for the
topographical layout). d) The time evolution of μstatesCFC has been
demonstrated using the dinstinct colors for each μstatesCFC e so as timeintervals of constant microstate to be recognized. The height of colorbars
correspond to the kurtosis estimated from the 64-tuples of PAC values.

B. A codebook-network representation of transitions between
μstatesCFC
The mined Netμstates for both tasks are all presented in Fig.3.
Employing characteristic μstatesCFC for each condition, we
attempted to describe the temporal evolution of the transition
between μstatesCFC. The proposed methodology transforms
TVPAC (Fig.2.a) into a symbolic time series of μstatesCFC
(Fig.2.d). By taking into account each symbolic time series for
each task (sR(t) and sAT(t), R=Resting state and
AT=Arithmetic Task) ,we estimated the observed probability
Pobserved(a,b) that in the symbolic time series sR,AT(t),i =
1…,N (where N denotes the # of signal segments) symbol a is
followed with symbol b. Transition dynamics between
connectivity microstates is characterized by preferential
transitions. Pobserved(a,b) is defined as:
# of transition s from a to b
Pobserved (a,b) 
(3)
# of signal segments  1
The strength of the transition connections were estimated for
each subject separately and finally group-averaged were
presented. Figure 4 illustrates the codebook-network evolution
with preferential transitions in both conditions weighted by
Pobserved.
Besides each μstatesCFC in Fig.3 the group-averaged
fractional occupancy – FO is presented which is defined as the
fraction of time spent in each state divide by the total T which

Figure 4. A network representation of the transition dynamics among
CFCμstates for resting-state (a) and mental arithmetics (b). The color codes of
arrow is related to Pobserved (to enhance visual inspection only the most
important transitions are demonstrated with Pobserved > 0.1). Self-loops reflect
the constancy of CFCμstates.

V.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a methodology for the efficient
manipulation of nodal dynamic CFC in an adult group at two
conditions: a resting-state and while performing a mental
arithmetic task. The estimation of CFC was realized by a
recently introduced measure called PAC [15,19]. The most
important steps in the proposed methodology are the mining
of nodal dynamic CFC via neural-gas algorithm [18], the
induced symbolization (based on vector quantization) and the
description of CFC dynamics through a restricted repertoire of
μstatesCFC [7,21].
We adopted a recently introduced methodology which was
first presented for the manipulation of time-varying functional
connectivity graphs in a ERP study [7,21]. δ and γ oscillations
have a distinct spatial origin: δ οscillations are generated
mainly anteriorly [23] whereas γ oscillation reflect strictly
local activity according to the task demands [24].Increased δ
activity during cognitive tasks is an indicator of attentional
task demands [25] while brain synchrony phenomena of γ
rhythm were related to processing of information that is
independent of sensory modality [26]. It is evident that δ-γ
CFC at resting state might play a key role in information
integration [10]. Interestingly, by comparing with visual
inspection 2nd CFCμstates between tasks (Fig.3a vs Fig.3b),
we can observed a complementary relation between them.
Specifically, during resting wakefulness the default mode
network (DMN) is active and is distributed over frontal and
temporo-parietal brain regions (Fig.3 a) – 3rd topography)
[25,27]. During the mental task, brain areas related to the task
are activated (mainly frontal, central and parieto-occipital
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brain regions) while the areas related to the resting-state were
suppressed (Fig.3 b)– 3rd topography). These findings can be
explained as a deactivation of DMN and could reflect
inhibitory mechanisms that are activated during cognitive
mental arithmetic tasks [25,27]. During the addition task,
several brain regions are active that supports functions such as
extracting visual information (occipital cortex) or maintaining
gaze fixation and the internal simulation of speech production
(supplementary motor area and precentral cortex) [28,29].
Each hemisphere and especially the parietal lobe can
recognize digits translating them into an abstract mental
representation of quantities in order to add them [28,29]. The
above findings revealed a possible organization role of δ
activity that deactivate brain regions related to attentional
demands and activate functions important for the execution of
the task by a proper manipulation of γ local activity. It would
be interesting in the future to study these interactions in the
source level and in relation with default-mode-network and
fronto-paterial cognitive network at resting state and during
cognitive tasks [30].
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